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Parade Plastics’ utility box is designed for all 
segments of the food service industry.  They are 
manufactured from rugged, high quality polyethylene.  
They are resistant to breaking, cracking, chipping, 
and warping.  These boxes feature a smooth inner 
surface with a wide radius for easy cleaning.  The 
plastic corners are molded thicker to reduce wear 
and tear and extend the life of this product.  Parade 
utility boxes incorporate a textured outer surface, 
which resists scratching and marring for a long and 
attractive service life.

Parade Plastics’ utility boxes also feature re-curved 
handles molded into the box.  Designed for maximum 
comfort, efficiency, safety, and ease of use, especially 
in the work place.  This ergonomic feature reduces 
stress on the fingers and hands when lifting heavy 
loads.  The utility box features a small profile to 
conserve much needed storage space and has a 
maximum capacity of one gallon.  The four stacking 
lugs located on the sides of the item prevent sticking 
when nested.

Parade utility boxes may be used for busing, storing, 
or transporting.  They are available in three standard 
colors and have optional contoured lids.  This allows 
these boxes to be stacked on top of one another 
without leaning or collapsing.

The utility box is made from FDA approved resins, 
NSF certified, and dishwasher safe.

UTILITY BOX

H8801222

H8801280

H8801281

Product 
Code

Description Case 
Pack

Case 
Lbs

Case 
Kg

Case 
CF

Case 
CM

H8801222 Brown Utility Box, 12 1/2" X 8 1/2" X 4 1/2" 12 8.9 4.00 1.33 0.04
H8801280 Black Utility Box, 12 1/2" X 8 1/2" X 4 1/2" 12 8.9 4.00 1.33 0.04
H8801281 Gray Utility Box, 12 1/2" X 8 1/2" X 4 1/2" 12 8.9 4.00 1.33 0.04

Product Code Legend (Example H8801222) H880 = Product Type, 12 = Case Pack, 22 = Color 
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UTILITY BOX LIDS

Unlike our competitors, Parade Plastics offers utility 
box lids for a unique way to conceal unsightly items 
and odors when busing.  They are manufactured from 
rugged, high quality polyethylene and are resistant to 
breaking, cracking, chipping, or warping.  The utility 
box lid is designed to be sturdy and rigid to resist 
the wear and tear from common usage and abuse.  
These utility lids are molded to sit comfortably on top 
of the utility box.  A slight separation between the lid 
and the box allows for easy placement and removal.

Our utility box lids feature a smooth inner surface for 
easy cleaning.  The textured outer surface, equivalent 
to the utility box, will resist scratching and marring, 
giving this item a long and attractive service life.  The 
utility box lid is contoured to fit the bottom of the utility 
box.  This allows them to be comfortably stacked on 
top of one another.  Ridges on the top of the lid will 
help prevent sliding when double stacked.

The utility box lids are available in one size and three 
standard colors.  All utility box lids are made from FDA 
approved resins, NSF certified, and dishwasher safe. 

H8811222

H8811280

H8811281

Product 
Code

Description Case 
Pack

Case 
Lbs

Case 
Kg

Case 
CF

Case 
CM

H8811222 Utility Box Lid-Brown,  13” X 9 ¾” X 1” 12 5.3 2.40 0.59 0.02
H8811280 Utility Box Lid-Black,  13” X 9 ¾” X 1” 12 5.3 2.40 0.59 0.02
H8811281 Utility Box Lid-Grey,  13” X 9 ¾” X 1” 12 5.3 2.40 0.59 0.02

Product Code Legend (Example H8811222) H881 = Product Type, 12 = Case Pack, 22 = Color 


